
Code Comment

01001 ART -  Exceptional artistic ability.

01002 ART -  Exceptional creative ability.

01003 ART - Demonstrates excellence and skill in 3-dimensional art - clay.

01004 ART - Demonstrates excellence and skill in 3-dimensional art - construction.

01005 ART - Demonstrates excellence and skill in 3-dimensional art.

01006 ART - Demonstrates excellence and skill in drawing.

01007 ART - Demonstrates excellence and skill in painting.

01008 ART - Demonstrates exceptional craftsmanship.

01009 ART - Needs to identify possible improvements in quality of completed art projects.

01010 ART - One or more required projects is not complete.

02001 EFFORT - Effort has declined.

02002 EFFORT - Effort has remained consistent; level of difficulty has increased.

02003 EFFORT - EFFORT=1 (Outstanding)

02004 EFFORT - EFFORT=2 (Satisfactory)

02005 EFFORT - EFFORT=3 (Inconsistent)

02006 EFFORT - EFFORT=4 (Unsatisfactory)

03001 FCS - Makes good use of class time to complete sewing project.

03002 FCS - Needs to follow directions for sewing project.

03003 FCS - Needs to use sewing/kitchen materials carefully.

03004 FCS - Needs to work cooperatively during food labs.

03005 FCS - Practices safe and sanitary methods of food preparation.

03006 FCS - While hands-on projects are completed to high standards, written work is not.

04001 GENERAL - A pleasure to have in class.

04002 GENERAL - A positive influence in class.

04003 GENERAL - Accommodations in curriculum; see attached.

04004 GENERAL - Always striving to do best.

04005 GENERAL - Attention is improving.

04006 GENERAL - Behavior is improving.

04007 GENERAL - Check teacher web for grades.

04008 GENERAL - Check the Parent Portal for student's current grade.

04009 GENERAL - Class work not up to date.

04010 GENERAL - Conscientious student.

04011 GENERAL - Consistently well prepared.

04012 GENERAL - Contributes well in group work.

04013 GENERAL - Courteous and respectful attitude.

04014 GENERAL - Demonstrates commitment to learning.

04015 GENERAL - Demonstrates improved effort.

04016 GENERAL - Distracts others in class.

04017 GENERAL - Does little or no homework.



04018 GENERAL - Does little revising.

04019 GENERAL - Easily distracted.

04020 GENERAL - Enthusiastic learner.

04021 GENERAL - Excellent progress.

04022 GENERAL - Excellent pronunciation.

04023 GENERAL - Excellent work habits.

04024 GENERAL - Excellent work.

04025 GENERAL - Excessive tardiness/absences/missed work is affecting grade.

04026 GENERAL - Extra help strongly recommended.

04027 GENERAL - Failed to make-up work.

04028 GENERAL - Fine converstational skills.

04029 GENERAL - Goes beyond what is required.

04030 GENERAL - Good analytical skills.

04031 GENERAL - Good effort with independent reading.

04031 GENERAL - Good effort with writing.

04032 GENERAL - Good quiz scores!

04033 GENERAL - Good test scores!

04034 GENERAL - Good work.  Keep it up!

04035 GENERAL - Grade achieved with Intervention Plan

04036 GENERAL - Has earned extra credit.

04037 GENERAL - Homework assignments are missing.

04038 GENERAL - Homework well done.

04039 GENERAL - Improve behavior in class.

04040 GENERAL - Is not working to potential.

04041 GENERAL - Is showing a positive change in attitude.

04042 GENERAL - Keep up with daily reading.

04043 GENERAL - Lab reports need improvement.

04044 GENERAL - Late or missing work lowered grade.

04045 GENERAL - Low homework average affects grade.

04046 GENERAL - Major project is incomplete.

04047 GENERAL - Major project not handed in.

04048 GENERAL - Makes important contributions.

04049 GENERAL - Making progress with content skills

04050 GENERAL - Monitor work/check agenda daily.

04051 GENERAL - More active participation is needed.

04052 GENERAL - More effort needed with reader response/journal work.

04053 GENERAL - More effort needed with writing.

04054 GENERAL - More effort needed with written assignments.

04055 GENERAL - More serious attitude needed.

04056 GENERAL - Needs frequent reminders to stay on task.



04057 GENERAL - Needs to apply active reading strategies.

04058 GENERAL - Needs to be more attentive in class.

04059 GENERAL - Needs to be responsible group member.

04060 GENERAL - Needs to become more responsible.

04061 GENERAL - Needs to bring required materials to class.

04062 GENERAL - Needs to come for extra help to complete project.

04063 GENERAL - Needs to come in for extra help.

04064 GENERAL - Needs to complete assignments/projects on time.

04065 GENERAL - Needs to devote more time and effort.

04066 GENERAL - Needs to follow directions.

04067 GENERAL - Needs to follow lab format.

04068 GENERAL - Needs to improve quality of work.

04069 GENERAL - Needs to improve self control.

04070 GENERAL - Needs to improve study habits.

04071 GENERAL - Needs to make up missing work.

04072 GENERAL - Needs to proofread work.

04073 GENERAL - Needs to put more effort into homework.

04074 GENERAL - Needs to review daily.

04075 GENERAL - Needs to spend more time studying at home.

04076 GENERAL - Needs to take lab work seriously.

04077 GENERAL - Needs to take test.

04078 GENERAL - Needs to tie shoes

04079 GENERAL - Needs to use class time wisely.

04080 GENERAL - Needs to work on grammar.

04081 GENERAL - Needs to work on pronunciation.

04082 GENERAL - Not self motivated.

04083 GENERAL - Notebook/binder is disorganized and/or incomplete.

04084 GENERAL - Observe science lab safety procedures.

04085 GENERAL - Off to a good start!

04086 GENERAL - Often unprepared for class.

04087 GENERAL - Organization needs improvement.

04088 GENERAL - Owes work due to absence.

04089 GENERAL - Participates regularly.

04090 GENERAL - Please contact teacher for a conference.

04100 GENERAL - Poor quiz scores.

04101 GENERAL - Poor test scores.

04102 GENERAL - Reader response well done.

04103 GENERAL - Real commitment to excellence.

04104 GENERAL - Recent work shows improvement.

04105 GENERAL - Satisfactory progress.



04106 GENERAL - See child's grade log/sheet.

04107 GENERAL - Self monitor comprehension when reading.

04108 GENERAL - Several assignments have been late.

04109 GENERAL - Should attempt extra credit work.

04110 GENERAL - Should retake quiz.

04111 GENERAL - Should retake test.

04112 GENERAL - Shows good effort.

04113 GENERAL - Shows sensitivity to others.

04114 GENERAL - Slow down; work neatly and carefully.

04115 GENERAL - Socializing interferes with learning.

04116 GENERAL - Strong reader.

04117 GENERAL - Student is highly motivated.

04118 GENERAL - Submits incomplete work.

04119 GENERAL - Support ideas with details.

04120 GENERAL - Take advantage of extra help as needed.

04121 GENERAL - Test preparation needed.

04122 GENERAL - There is time to raise grade.

04123 GENERAL - Use of online resources is advisable.

04124 GENERAL - Use support/resource time wisely.

04125 GENERAL - Very good work!

04126 GENERAL - Well-behaved and cooperative.

04127 GENERAL - Work inconsistent; effort needs improvement.

04128 GENERAL - Work quality has recently declined.

04129 GENERAL - Works well independently.

04130 GENERAL - Writing has been outstanding.

05001 HEALTH -Applies skills to manage stress

05002 HEALTH -Needs to participate appropriately and respectfully

05003 HEALTH -Uses appropriate strategies to prevent/reduce risks and promote well-being

06001 INFO PROCESSING - Can follow a multistep procedure to perform a technical task.

06002 INFO PROCESSING - Can use technology to produce information and ideas clearly and efficiently.

06003 INFO PROCESSING - Creative use of multimedia.

06004 INFO PROCESSING - Excellent computer skills.

06005 INFO PROCESSING - Mastering all computer skills covered in class.

06006 INFO PROCESSING - Needs improvement following a multistep procedure to perform a technical task.

06007 INFO PROCESSING - Needs improvement using technology to produce information and ideas clearly and efficiently.

06008 INFO PROCESSING - Needs improvement with computer skills covered in class.

06009 INFO PROCESSING - Needs to complete Research Project.

06010 INFO PROCESSING - Needs to complete Spreadsheet Project.

06011 INFO PROCESSING - Needs to stay for extra help to complete classwork.

06012 INFO PROCESSING - Needs to use class time wisely.



06013 INFO PROCESSING - Project is incomplete.

06014 INFO PROCESSING - Shows progress with computer skills covered in class.

07001 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Demonstrates command of the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

07002 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Demonstrates command of the conventions of standard English grammar and usage when writing or speaking.

07003 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Demonstrates understanding of figurative language, word relationships and nuances in word meaning.

07004 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Determines or clarifies the meaning of unknown words by using context clues and word parts.

07005 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Has difficulty understanding figurative language, word relationships and nuances in work meaning.

07006 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Needs to demonstrate a command of the conventions of standard English grammar usage when writing or speaking.

07007 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Needs to improve the conventions of standard English capitalization, punctuation, and spelling when writing.

07008 LANGUAGE ARTS - Conventions: Needs to use context clues and word parts when defining unknown words.

07009 LANGUAGE ARTS - Language: Demonstrates command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing and speaking.

07010 LANGUAGE ARTS - Language: Needs to demonstrate command of the conventions of Standard English grammar and usage when writing and speaking.

07011 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Comes prepared for class discussions by using selective underlining, annotations, and margin notes.

07012 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Includes multimedia and visual displays in presentations.

07013 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Needs improvement in organizing and effectively delivering an oral presentation.

07014 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Needs to come prepared for class discussions with selective underlining, annotations, and margin notes.

07015 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Needs to participate in class discussions.

07016 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Needs to use multimedia and visual displays in presentations.

07017 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Organizes and effectively delivers an oral presentation.

07018 LANGUAGE ARTS - Speaking & Listening: Participates in class discussions.

07019 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Acknowledges opposing claims.

07020 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Applies revising and editing skill to written work.

07021 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Avoids plagiarism.

07022 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Brainstorms and plans writing.

07023 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Demonstrates an awareness of task, purpose, and audience.

07024 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Develops and strengthens writing as needed by planning, revising, editing, and rewriting.

07025 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Develops topic with relevant information and examples.

07026 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Draws evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.

07027 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Draws evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.

07028 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Establishes and maintains a formal style.

07029 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Follows teacher’s expectation for published work.

07030 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Gathers and evaluates the credibility of information from sources.

07031 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to acknowledge opposing claims.

07031 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to apply revising and editing skill to written work.

07032 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to avoid plagiarism.

07033 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to brainstorm an awareness of task, purpose, and audience.

07034 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to brainstorm and plan writing.

07035 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to develop and strengthen writing by planning, revising, editing, and rewriting.

07036 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to develop topic with relevant information and examples.

07037 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.



07038 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to draw evidence from literary or informational texts to support analysis, reflection, and research.

07039 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to establish and maintain a formal style.

07040 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to follow teacher’s expectation for published work.

07041 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to gather and evaluate information from credible sources.

07042 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to organize and effectively deliver an oral presentation.

07043 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to organize reasons and evidence clearly.

07044 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to paraphrase or document information to avoid plagiarism.

07045 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to recognize and eliminate wordiness and redundancy.

07046 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to support claims with relevant evidence.

07047 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to use credible sources.

07048 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to use more sophisticated transitions.

07049 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to use narrative strategies to effectively develop a story (dialogue, description).

07050 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to use precise language and specific vocabulary.

07051 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to use transitional words and phrases effectively.

07052 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to write arguments to support discussion points using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence (elaboration ).

07053 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to write clearly and accurately through the use of effective organization.

07054 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to write clearly and coherently, by using organization and style appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

07055 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Needs to write independently without continuous prompting.

07056 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Organizes and effectively delivers an oral presentation.

07057 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Organizes reasons and evidence clearly.

07058 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Paraphrases or documents information to avoid plagiarism.

07059 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Produces clear and coherent writing in which the development, organization, and style are appropriate to task, purpose, and audience.

07060 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Recognizes and eliminates wordiness and redundancy.

07061 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Supports claims with relevant evidence.

07062 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Uses credible sources.

07063 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Uses narrative strategies to effectively develop a story (dialogue, description).

07064 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Uses precise language and specific vocabulary.

07065 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Uses transitional words and phrases effectively.

07066 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Uses transitional words, phrases and sentences effectively.

07067 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Writes arguments to support discussion points using valid reasoning and relevant and sufficient evidence (elaboration).

07068 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Writes clearly and accurately through effective organization.

07069 LANGUAGE ARTS - Writing: Writes independently without continuous prompting.

08001 MATH - Arguments: Can construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.

08002 MATH - Arguments: Is progressing toward constructing viable arguments and critiquing the reasoning of others.

08003 MATH - Arguments: Needs improvement in constructing viable arguments and critiquing the reasoning of others.

08004 MATH - General: Hands in assignments without work attached

08005 MATH - General: Math work lacks organization and neatness

08006 MATH - General: Must review basic facts

08007 MATH - General: Needs to ask for help in class when needed

08008 MATH - General: Participates in mathematical discourse



08009 MATH - General: Should take advantage of reassessment opportunities

08010 MATH - Precision: Can attend to precision.

08011 MATH - Precision: Is progressing toward the ability to attend to precision.

08012 MATH - Precision: Needs improvement in the ability to attend to precision.

08013 MATH - Problem Solving: Can make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.

08014 MATH - Problem Solving: Is progressing toward making sense of problems and persevering in solving them.

08015 MATH - Problem Solving: Needs Improvement in making sense of problems and persevering in solving them.

08016 MATH - Reasoning: Can reason abstractly and quantitatively.

08017 MATH - Reasoning: Is progressing toward abstract and quantitative reasoning.

08018 MATH - Reasoning: Needs improvement in abstract and quantitative reasoning.

08019 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Can apply and extend previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic expressions.

08020 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Can reason about and solve one-variable equations and inequalities.

08021 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Can represent and analyze quantitative relationships between dependent and independent variables.

08022 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward applying and extending previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic expressions.

08023 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward reasoning about and solving one-variable equations and inequalities.

08024 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward representing and analyzing quantitative relationships between dependent and independent variables.

08025 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in reasoning about and solving one-variable equations and inequalities.

08026 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in representing and analyzing quantitative relationships between dependent and independent variables.

08027 MATH6 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in toward applying and extending previous understandings of arithmetic to algebraic expressions.

08028 MATH6 - Number System: Can apply and extend previous understandings of multiplication & division to divide fractions by fractions.

08029 MATH6 - Number System: Can apply and extend previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers.

08030 MATH6 - Number System: Can compute fluently with multi-digit numbers and find common factors & multiples.

08031 MATH6 - Number System: Can solve real-world problems involving area, surface area, and volume.

08031 MATH6 - Number System: Ineeds improvement in computing fluently with multi-digit numbers and finding common factors & multiples.

08032 MATH6 - Number System: Is progressing toward applying and extending previous understandings of multiplication & division to divide fractions by fractions.

08033 MATH6 - Number System: Is progressing toward applying and extending previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers.

08034 MATH6 - Number System: Is progressing toward computing fluently with multi-digit numbers and finding common factors & multiples.

08035 MATH6 - Number System: Is progressing toward solving real-world problems involving area, surface area, and volume.

08036 MATH6 - Number System: Needs improvement in applying and extending previous understandings of multiplication & division to divide fractions by fractions.

08037 MATH6 - Number System: Needs improvement in applying and extending previous understandings of numbers to the system of rational numbers.

08038 MATH6 - Number System: Needs improvement in solving real-world problems involving area, surface area, and volume.

08039 MATH6 - Ratio & Proportion: Is progressing toward understanding concepts and using ratio reasoning to solve problems.

08040 MATH6 - Ratio & Proportion: Needs improvement in understanding concepts and using ratio reasoning to solve problems.

08041 MATH6 - Ratio & Proportion: Understands concepts and uses ratio reasoning to solve problems.

08042 MATH7 - Expressions & Equations: Can solve real-life problems using numerical & algebraic expressions and equations.

08043 MATH7 - Expressions & Equations: Can use properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions.

08044 MATH7 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward solving real-life problems using numerical & algebraic expressions and equations.

08045 MATH7 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward using properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions.

08046 MATH7 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in solving real-life problems using numerical & algebraic expressions and equations.

08047 MATH7 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in using properties of operations to generate equivalent expressions.



08048 MATH7 - Geometry: Can draw, construct, and describe geometrical figures and describe the relationship between them.

08049 MATH7 - Geometry: Can solve real-life problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume.

08050 MATH7 - Geometry: Is progressing toward drawing, constructing, and describing geometrical figures and describing the relationship between them.

08051 MATH7 - Geometry: Is progressing toward solving real-life problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume.

08052 MATH7 - Geometry: Needs imporvement in solving real-life problems involving angle measure, area, surface area, and volume.

08053 MATH7 - Geometry: Needs improvement in drawing, constructing, and describing geometrical figures and describing the relationship between them.

08054 MATH7 - Number System: Can apply and extend previous understandings of operations with fractions.

08055 MATH7 - Number System: Is progressing toward applying and extending previous understandings of operations with fractions.

08056 MATH7 - Number System: Needs improvement in applying and extending previous understandings of operations with fractions.

08057 MATH7 - Ratio & Proportion: Can analyze proportional relationships and use them to solve real-world problems.

08058 MATH7 - Ratio & Proportion: Ineeds improvement in analyzing proportional relationships and using them to solve real-world problems.

08059 MATH7 - Ratio & Proportion: Is progressing toward analyzing proportional relationships and using them to solve real-world problems.

08060 MATH7 - Statistics & probability: Can draw informal comparative inferences about two populations.

08061 MATH7 - Statistics & probability: Can use random sampling to draw inferences about  population.

08062 MATH7 - Statistics & probability: Is progressing toward using informal comparative inferences about two populations.

08063 MATH7 - Statistics & probability: Is progressing toward using random sampling to draw inferences about  population.

08064 MATH7 - Statistics & probability: Needs improvement in using informal comparative inferences about two populations.

08065 MATH7 - Statistics & probability: Needs improvement in using random sampling to draw inferences about  population.

08066 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Can analyze and solve linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations

08067 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Can work with radicals and integer exponents.

08068 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward analyzing and solving linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations

08069 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward understanding the connection between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations.

08070 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Is progressing toward working with radicals and integer exponents.

08071 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in analyzing and solving linear equations and pairs of simultaneous linear equations

08072 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Needs improvement in working with radicals and integer exponents.

08073 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations: Understands the connection between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations.

08074 MATH8 - Expressions & Equations:Needs improvement in understanding the connection between proportional relationships, lines, and linear equations.

08075 MATH8 - Functions: Can define, evaluate and compare functions.

08076 MATH8 - Functions: Can use functions to model relationships between quantities.

08077 MATH8 - Functions: Is progressing toward evaluatinging and comparing functions.

08078 MATH8 - Functions: Is progressing toward using functions to model relationships between quantities.

08079 MATH8 - Functions: Needs improvement in toward evaluatinging and comparing functions.

08080 MATH8 - Functions: Needs improvement in using functions to model relationships between quantities.

08081 MATH8 - Geometry: Can solve real-world problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres.

08082 MATH8 - Geometry: Is Progressing toward solving real-world problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres.

08083 MATH8 - Geometry: Is progressing toward understanding and applying the Pythagorean Theorem.

08084 MATH8 - Geometry: Is progressing toward understanding congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software.

08085 MATH8 - Geometry: Needs improvement in solving real-world problems involving volume of cylinders, cones, and spheres.

08086 MATH8 - Geometry: Needs improvement in understanding and applying the Pythagorean Theorem.

08087 MATH8 - Geometry: Needs improvement in understanding congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software.



08088 MATH8 - Geometry: Understands and applies the Pythagorean Theorem.

08089 MATH8 - Geometry: Understands congruence and similarity using physical models, transparencies, or geometry software.

08090 MATH8 - Number System: Is progressing toward understanding that there are numbers that are not rational, and how to approximate them by rational numbers.

08100 MATH8 - Number System: Needs improvement in understanding that there are numbers that are not rational, and how to approximate them by rational numbers.

08101 MATH8 - Number System: Understands that there are numbers that are not rational, and can approximate them by rational numbers.

08102 MATH8 - Statistics & Probability: Can investigate patterns of association in bivariate data.

08103 MATH8 - Statistics & Probability: Is progressing toward investigating patterns of association in bivariate data.

08104 MATH8 - Statistics & Probability: Needs improvement in investigating patterns of association in bivariate data.

08105 MATHAlg - Creating Equations: Can create equations that describe numbers or relationships.

08106 MATHAlg - Creating Equations: Is progressing toward creating equations that describe numbers or relationships.

08107 MATHAlg - Creating Equations: Needs improvement in creating equations that describe numbers or relationships.

08108 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Can represent and solve equations and inequalities graphically.

08109 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Can solve equations and inequalities in one variable.

08110 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Can solve systems of equations.

08111 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Is progressing toward representing and solve equations and inequalities graphically.

08112 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Is progressing toward solving equations and inequalities in one variable.

08113 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Is progressing toward solving systems of equations.

08114 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Needs improvement in representing and solve equations and inequalities graphically.

08115 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities: Needs improvement in solving equations and inequalities in one variable.

08116 MATHAlg - Equations & Inequalities:Needs improvement in solving systems of equations.

08117 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Can perform arithmetic operations on polynomials.

08118 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Can rewrite rational expressions.

08119 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: can use polynomial identities to solve problems.

08120 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Is progressing toward performing arithmetic operations on polynomials.

08121 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Is progressing toward rewriting rational expressions.

08122 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Is progressing toward understanding the relationship between zeroes and factors of polynomials.

08123 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Is progressing toward using polynomial identities to solve problems.

08124 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Needs improvement in performing arithmetic operations on polynomials.

08125 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Needs improvement in understanding the relationship between zeroes and factors of polynomials.

08126 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Needs improvement in using polynomial identities to solve problems.

08127 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions: Understands the relationship between zeroes and factors of polynomials.

08128 MATHAlg - Polynomials & Rational Expressions:Nees improvement in rewriting rational expressions.

08129 MATHAlg - Structure in Expressions: Can interpret the structure of expressions.

08130 MATHAlg - Structure in Expressions: Can write expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.

08131 MATHAlg - Structure in Expressions: Is progressing toward the structure of expressions.

08132 MATHAlg - Structure in Expressions: Is progressing toward writing expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.

08133 MATHAlg - Structure in Expressions: Needs improvement in the structure of expressions.

08134 MATHAlg - Structure in Expressions: Needs improvement in writing expressions in equivalent forms to solve problems.

09001 MUSIC - Aural music concepts/skills are strong.

09002 MUSIC - Aural music concepts/skills need improvement.



09003 MUSIC - Bring completed practice sheets.

09004 MUSIC - Concert missed; excused.

09005 MUSIC - Concert missed; formal excuse not provided.

09006 MUSIC - Concert missed; make up work not completed.

09007 MUSIC - Consistent practice evident.

09008 MUSIC - Exceptional musical contributions to the class.

09009 MUSIC - Inconsistent musical participation.

09010 MUSIC - Music reading needs improvement.

09011 MUSIC - Must demonstrate musical contribution in class.

09012 MUSIC - Must practice assigned music at home.

09013 MUSIC - Needs to bring instrument to class.

09014 MUSIC - Needs to improve rehearsal behavior

09015 MUSIC - Performance technique needs improvement.

09016 MUSIC - Rhythmic accuracy needs improvement.

09017 MUSIC - Sound quality needs improvement.

09018 MUSIC - Vocal music skills are improving.

09019 MUSIC - Vocal music skills are strong.

09020 MUSIC - Written music concepts/skills need improvement.

09021 MUSIC - Written music/skills are strong.

10001 PE - Excellent athlete.

10002 PE - Good fitness tests results.

10003 PE - Needs to dress for gym.

10004 PE - Strong player.

11001 READING - Active Reading Skills: Annotations indicate thoughtful interaction with the text.

11002 READING - Active Reading Skills: Annotations should reflect extensive interaction with the text.

11003 READING - Active Reading Skills: Needs to selectively underline/highlight key ideas.

11004 READING - Active Reading Skills: Questions should show variety and depth of thought.

11005 READING - Comprehension: Integrates information to fully comprehend a text.

11006 READING - Comprehension: Is able to determine the meaning of unknown words.

11007 READING - Comprehension: Needs to apply vocabulary words in written and oral context.

11008 READING - Comprehension: Needs to determine how author’s Point of View/Purpose shape a text.

11009 READING - Comprehension: Needs to determine theme of a text.

11010 READING - Comprehension: Needs to improve summarization skills.

11011 READING - Comprehension: Needs to read closely to determine central idea and key details.

11012 READING - Comprehension: Needs to read closely to make logical inferences.

11013 READING - Comprehension: Needs to use context clues to determine word meaning.

11014 READING - Comprehension: Needs to use reference materials to determine the meaning of unknown words.

11015 READING - Craft & Structure: Able to determine author’s point of view/purpose in a text. 

11016 READING - Craft & Structure: Able to recognize different forms of text structure. 

11017 READING - Craft & Structure: Needs to determine the meaning of words and phrases in text. 



11018 READING - Craft & Structure: Working toward determining author’s point of view/purpose in a text.

11019 READING - Craft & Structure: Working toward determining the meaning of words and phrases in text. 

11020 READING - Craft & Structure: Working toward recognizing different forms of text structure. 

11021 READING - Integration of Knowledge & Ideas: Able to compare and contrast two texts on the same topic/genre.

11022 READING - Integration of Knowledge & Ideas: Able to integrate information presented from different media or formats.

11023 READING - Integration of Knowledge & Ideas: Able to trace and evaluate the argument and specific claims in a text.

11024 READING - Integration of Knowledge & Ideas: Working toward comparing and contrasting two texts on the same topic/genre.

11025 READING - Integration of Knowledge & Ideas: Working toward integrating information presented in different media or formats.

11026 READING - Integration of Knowledge & Ideas: Working toward tracing and evaluating the argument and specific claims in a text.

11027 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Able to analyze key details in a text. 

11028 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Able to analyze plot/character development in a text. 

11029 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Able to cite text evidence to support analysis.

11030 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Able to determine a central idea/theme of a text. 

11031 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Able to make inferences from the text. 

11031 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Able to provide an objective summary of the text. 

11032 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Needs to cite textual evidence to support analysis. 

11033 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Working toward analyzing key details in a text. 

11034 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Working toward analyzing plot/character development in a text. 

11035 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Working toward determining a central idea/theme of a text.

11036 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Working toward making inferences based on the text.

11037 READING - Key Ideas/Details: Working toward providing an objective summary of the text. 

11038 READING - Range and Complexity: Able to read and comprehend different forms of literature of increasing text complexity.

11039 READING - Range and Complexity: Able to read and comprehend literary nonfiction texts of increasing text complexity.

11040 READING - Range and Complexity: Working toward reading and comprehending different forms of literature of increasing text complexity.

11041 READING - Range and Complexity: Working toward reading and comprehending literary nonfiction texts of increasing text complexity.

11042 READING - Response to Literature: Needs to cite specific textual evidence when analyzing text.

11043 READING - Response to Literature: Paraphrases effectively.

11044 READING - Response to Literature: Responses indicate thorough analysis.

11045 READING - Vocabulary Acquisition and use: Able to demonstrate understanding of figurative language and word relationships.

11046 READING - Vocabulary Acquisition and use: Able to determine the meaning of words and phrases in text.

11047 READING - Vocabulary Acquisition and use: Working toward demonstrating understanding of figurative language and word relationships.

11048 READING - Vocabulary Acquisition and use: Working toward determining the meaning of words and phrases in text.

12001 SCIENCE - Has achieved mastery of content presented in Earth/Space Science unit.

12002 SCIENCE - Has achieved mastery of content presented in Life Science unit.

12003 SCIENCE - Has achieved mastery of content presented in Physical Science unit.

12004 SCIENCE - Limited progress toward mastery of content presented in Earth/Space Science unit.

12005 SCIENCE - Limited progress toward mastery of content presented in Life Science unit.

12006 SCIENCE - Limited progress toward mastery of content presented in Physical Science unit.

12007 SCIENCE - Making progress toward mastery of content presented in Earth/Space Science unit.

12008 SCIENCE - Making progress toward mastery of content presented in Life Science unit.



12009 SCIENCE - Making progress toward mastery of content presented in Physical Science unit.

13001 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Limited progress towards standard in understanding and application of concepts.

13002 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Limited progress towards standard in understanding and application of content.

13003 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Limited progress towards standard in understanding and application of vocabulary.

13004 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Meets standard in understanding and application of concepts.

13005 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Meets standard in understanding and application of content.

13006 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Meets standard in understanding and application of vocabulary.

13007 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Progressing towards standard in understanding and application of concepts.

13008 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Progressing towards standard in understanding and application of content.

13009 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Progressing towards standard in understanding and application of vocabulary.

13010 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Routinely exceeds standard in understanding and application of concepts.

13011 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Routinely exceeds standard in understanding and application of content.

13012 SOCIAL STUDIES - Knowledge & Comprehension: Routinely exceeds standard in understanding and application of vocabulary.

13013 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in analyzing primary and secondary sources to increase understanding of U.S. History

13014 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in choosing valid sources and providing evidence to answer a historical/Social Studies question

13015 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in creating graphic representation of data (e.g. maps, charts, pictures)

13016 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in detecting bias

13017 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information

13018 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in evaluating cause and effect relationships between events

13019 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in evaluating the reliability of sources

13020 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in identifying a problem and recommending solutions

13021 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in interpreting ideas and events from different historical perspectives

13022 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in making a claim and defend it using historically accurate sources

13023 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in making predictions and inferences based on historical information

13024 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in organizing and citing evidence from primary and secondary sources to support conclusions

13025 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Limited progress towards standard in participating in Social Studies discourse

13026 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in analyzing primary and secondary sources to increase understanding of U.S. History

13027 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in choosing valid sources and providing evidence to answer a historical/Social Studies question

13028 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in creating graphic representation of data (e.g. maps, charts, pictures)

13029 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in detecting bias

13030 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information

13031 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in evaluating cause and effect relationships between events

13031 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in evaluating the reliability of sources

13032 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in identifying a problem and recommending solutions

13033 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in interpreting ideas and events from different historical perspectives

13034 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in making a claim and defend it using historically accurate sources

13035 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in making predictions and inferences based on historical information

13036 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in organizing and citing evidence from primary and secondary sources to support conclusions

13037 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Meets standard in participating in Social Studies discourse

13038 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in analyzing primary and secondary sources to increase understanding of U.S. History



13039 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in choosing valid sources and providing evidence to answer a historical/Social Studies question

13040 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in creating graphic representation of data (e.g. maps, charts, pictures)

13041 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in detecting bias

13042 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information

13043 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in evaluating cause and effect relationships between events

13044 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in evaluating the reliability of sources

13045 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in identifying a problem and recommending solutions

13046 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in interpreting ideas and events from different historical perspectives

13047 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in making a claim and defend it using historically accurate sources

13048 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in making predictions and inferences based on historical information

13049 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in organizing and citing evidence from primary and secondary sources to support conclusions

13050 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Progressing towards standard in participating in Social Studies discourse

13051 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in analyzing primary and secondary sources to increase understanding of U.S. History

13052 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in choosing valid sources and providing evidence to answer a historical/Social Studies question

13053 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in creating graphic representation of data (e.g. maps, charts, pictures)

13054 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in detecting bias 

13055 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in distinguishing between relevant and irrelevant information

13056 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in evaluating cause and effect relationships between events

13057 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in evaluating the reliability of sources

13058 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in identifying a problem and recommending solutions

13059 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in interpreting ideas and events from different historical perspectives

13060 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in making a claim and defend it using historically accurate sources

13061 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in making predictions and inferences based on historical information

13062 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in organizing and citing evidence from primary and secondary sources to support conclusions

13063 SOCIAL STUDIES - Skills: Routinely exceeds standard in participating in Social Studies discourse

14001 TECH ED. - Class work, including homework is average (grade), still time to raise grade.

14002 TECH ED. - In class work (grade) is average, still time to raise grade.

14003 TECH ED. - In-class work (grade) is average.

14004 TECH ED. - Needs to follow safety procedures

14005 TECH ED. - Needs to wear appropriate clothing for class

14006 TECH ED. - While hands-on projects are completed to high standards, written work is not.

15001 WORLD LANGUAGE - Classroom: Active participation is encouraged.

15002 WORLD LANGUAGE - Classroom: Daily Homework proveides necessary practice.

15003 WORLD LANGUAGE - Culture: Consistently demonstrates interest in culture and geography.

15004 WORLD LANGUAGE - Culture: Demonstrates an understanding of relationships among different cultures.

15005 WORLD LANGUAGE - Culture: Needs to review cultural concepts in textbook.

15006 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grade reflects reassessment.

15007 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grammar & Vocabulary: Consistently uses appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15008 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grammar & Vocabulary: Seldom uses appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15009 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grammar & Vocabulary: Sometimes uses appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.



15010 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grammar & Vocabulary: Usually uses appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15011 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grammar: Demonstrates outstanding knowledge of grammar.

15012 WORLD LANGUAGE - Grammar: Needs to review grammar concepts daily.

15013 WORLD LANGUAGE - Needs to practice the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate in writing.

15014 WORLD LANGUAGE - Speaking: Hesitates frequently and struggles with pronunciation & intonation.

15015 WORLD LANGUAGE - Speaking: Needs to practice the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate orally.

15016 WORLD LANGUAGE - Speaking: Speaks clearly, without hesitation; pronunciation & intonation seem normal.

15017 WORLD LANGUAGE - Speaking: Speaks with minimal hesitation; has few problems with pronunciation & intonation.

15018 WORLD LANGUAGE - Speaking: Speaks with some hesitation; has some problems with pronunciation & intonation.

15019 WORLD LANGUAGE - Spoken Language: Consistently understands the spoken language.

15020 WORLD LANGUAGE - Spoken Language: Has difficulty understanding the spoken language.

15021 WORLD LANGUAGE - Spoken Language: Needs to practice listening activities with online textbook.

15022 WORLD LANGUAGE - Spoken Language: Sometimes understands the spoken language.

15023 WORLD LANGUAGE - Spoken Language: Usually understands the spoken language.

15024 WORLD LANGUAGE - Understanding & Interpretation: Consistently understands and interprets written language.

15025 WORLD LANGUAGE - Understanding & Interpretation: Needs to review reading passages with strategies at the end of current unit(s).

15026 WORLD LANGUAGE - Understanding & Interpretation: Rarely understands and interprets written language.

15027 WORLD LANGUAGE - Understanding & Interpretation: Sometimes understands and interprets written language.

15028 WORLD LANGUAGE - Understanding & Interpretation: Usually understands and interprets written language.

15029 WORLD LANGUAGE - Usage: Consistently uses vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation correctly.

15030 WORLD LANGUAGE - Usage: Makes significant number of errors in vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation.

15031 WORLD LANGUAGE - Usage: Sometimes uses vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation correctly.

15031 WORLD LANGUAGE - Usage: Usually uses vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation correctly.

15032 WORLD LANGUAGE - Vocabulary: Demonstrates outstanding knowledge of vocabulary.

15033 WORLD LANGUAGE - Vocabulary: Needs to review vocabulary daily, as it is essential to language learning.

15034 WORLD LANGUAGE - Vocabulary: Needs to take advantage of resources (flash cards, study guides, online textbook, classroom activities).

15035 WORLD LANGUAGE - WC1: Uses little of the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15036 WORLD LANGUAGE - WC2: Sometimes uses the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15037 WORLD LANGUAGE - WC3: Demonstrates an understanding of the relationships among different cultures.

15038 WORLD LANGUAGE - WC3: Usually uses the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15039 WORLD LANGUAGE - WC4: Consistently uses the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate.

15040 WORLD LANGUAGE - WG0: Needs to take advantage of resources, such as flash cards, study guides, online textbook, and classroom activities.

15041 WORLD LANGUAGE - WG1: Grade reflects reassessment.

15042 WORLD LANGUAGE - WG1: Needs to review grammar concepts daily.

15043 WORLD LANGUAGE - WG4: Demonstrates outstanding knowledge of grammar.

15044 WORLD LANGUAGE - WH1: Daily homework provides necessary practice.

15045 WORLD LANGUAGE - WL0: Needs to practice listening activities with online testbook.

15046 WORLD LANGUAGE - WL1: Has difficulty understanding the spoken language.

15047 WORLD LANGUAGE - WL2: Sometimes understands the spoken language.

15048 WORLD LANGUAGE - WL3: Usually understands the spoken language.



15049 WORLD LANGUAGE - WL4: Consistently understands the spoken language.

15050 WORLD LANGUAGE - WP1: Active participation is encouraged.

15051 WORLD LANGUAGE - WR0: Needs to review reading passages with strategies at the end of current unit(s).

15052 WORLD LANGUAGE - WR1: Rarely understands and interprets written language.

15053 WORLD LANGUAGE - WR2: Sometimes understands and interprets written language.

15054 WORLD LANGUAGE - WR3: Usually understands and interprets written language.

15055 WORLD LANGUAGE - WR4: Consistently understands and interprets written language.

15056 WORLD LANGUAGE - Written Language: Needs to practice appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate in writing.

15057 WORLD LANGUAGE - WS0: Needs to practice the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate orally.

15058 WORLD LANGUAGE - WS1: Hesitates frequently and struggles with pronunciation and intonation.

15059 WORLD LANGUAGE - WS2: Speaks with some hesitation; has some problems with pronunciation and intonation.

15060 WORLD LANGUAGE - WS3: Speaks with minimal hesitation; has few problems with pronunciation and intonation.

15061 WORLD LANGUAGE - WS4: Speaks clearly without hesitation; pronunciation and intonation seem natural.

15062 WORLD LANGUAGE - WU2: Needs to review cultural concepts in textbook.

15063 WORLD LANGUAGE - WU4: Consistently demonstrates an interest in culture and geography.

15064 WORLD LANGUAGE - WV2: Needs to review vocabulary daily, as vocabulary is essential to language learning.

15065 WORLD LANGUAGE - WV4: Demonstrates outstanding knowledge of vocabulary.

15066 WORLD LANGUAGE - WW0: Needs to practice the appropriate grammar and vocabulary necessary to communicate in writing.

15067 WORLD LANGUAGE - WW1: Makes significant number of errors in vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation.

15068 WORLD LANGUAGE - WW2: Sometimes uses vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation appropriately.

15069 WORLD LANGUAGE - WW3: Usually uses vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation correctly.

15070 WORLD LANGUAGE - WW4: Consistently uses vocabulary, grammar, spelling, word order, and punctuation correctly.


